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1. INTRODUCTION

A n-degree spline s defined over the uniform partItIOn n;; =a+ Zh of
mesh size h of the real line IR is a function SEen - I ( IR) such that S restricted
to [a + Ih, a + (I + 1) h] is an algebraic polynomial of degree at most n for
any IE Z,

To simplify we use the notation xl+r=a+(!+t)h. For a function f
defined on IR and tEIR,f,+,=f(x'+I) and the shift operator is Ef,=fr+I'

Using the polynomials

p,,( t, :-) = I: Q)n + t - i) :-i
i=O

(1.1 )
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for t E [0, I] and Z E IR, where Q" is the B-spline of degree n defined on n~,

ter Morsche [12], [13] obtained the following linear dependance
relationships for a n-degree spline s defined on n%

(1.2 )

for any / E 1L, u, V E [0, I] and k = 0, ... , n.
A spline s is said to be the interpolating spline of ! if, for a given

VE[O, I], we have s'+"=!'+v for all/ElL.
A function! is said to be of polynomial growth on IR if there exists an

integer v~O such thatf(x) = O(lxI V
) for Ixl-> + 00.

A consequence of ( 1.2) and the properties ofP,,( t, z) is the existence and
uniqueness of the n-degree interpolating spline s for any function! of poly
nomial growth whenp,,(t, -1)#0 (see [7], [8], [II], [12], and [6]).

Let us consider the following function spaces

L:oc(lR) = {f: IR -> IR IrI/(x)1 dx < 00, for all interval [a, b] c IR}

and

AC~o~ 1(1R)

~ {IE <:"(1')

(i) 11
11+ I) E L11oc(lR) }

(ii) For all [a, b] c 1R,f(")(x)l~ =rf'''+ I)(X) dx .
a

(1.3)

For any IE AC~o~ I( IR), using its Taylor expansion and the fact that (1.2)
is satisfied for any polynomials of degree at most n, we obtain

hkp,,(v, E)I/:)u-p,,-k(u, E)(E-l)k 1,+,.
h"+ 1 f"+ I=-,- K:(u, v, O)li:t 1\ dO

n. 0

for any / ElL, u E [0, I], and k = 0, ..., n. This is nothing but a consequence
of the Peano Kernel Theorem (see also [4] and [6]).

From (1.2) and (1.3) we obtain

h"+l f"+1
hkp (v E) elk) =-- Kk(u v O)pll+ I) dO (1.4)

n' I+u n! 0 n"· /+0

where e = I - s. Moreover, if1(" + I) is of polynomial growth, we have

h"+l-k ,,+1
(k) - ( E)-I f K k ( O)!(,,+l)d()e,+u- ,P" v, " u, v, '+0 .n. 0

(1.5 )
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Finally, since the nonn of the operator p,,(v, £)-1 on bounded sequences
is upper bounded by I/Ip,,(v, -1)1 (see [3], [5], and [12]), if
p"+l)EL X (IR) we have

(1.6 )

and

for k = 0, ... , n, where

C~(U, v) = 1 r+ 1 IK;(U"V, e)1 de,
Ip,,(v, -1)10 n.

C~(v) = sup c~(u, v).
u E [0. 1]

( 1.7)

(1.8 )

( 1.9)

In this paper we show that c~(u, v) and c,~(v) are the best constants in
(1.6) and (1.7). We also present explicit expressions for those constants. In
the case k > ° we present explicit expressions to bound the constants
c~(u, v) and c~(v). These results are presented in sections 4 and 5. In
section 2 we present some preliminaries and in section 3 we establish some
useful properties of the kernels K,~(U, v, 8).

2. PRELIMINARIES

The B-spline Q" of degree n with knots 0, 1, ... , n + 1 can be defined by

V"+I(X)'~
Q,,(x) = I

n.

where V is the backward difference operator, (x)'~ =X"XIO. +x.)(x) and XE
is the characteristic function of the set E. It is also equivalent to the
fonnula

Q,,(X) = XIO.I] * ... *XIO.l](X)
'- -........---_/

11+1

where * denotes the convolution operator. Let us remark that

for any k = I, ... , n. Moreover, for any fE ACk (lR) we have

(2.1 )
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The polynomials p,,( t, ;:) defined by (1.1) for t E [0, I] have the following
properties (see [12] or [3]): Po(t, ;:) = X(o. I J(t) and for n > 0:

p,,( t, ;:) is a polynomial in ;: of degree 11 for each t E (0, 1]
and p,,( 0, z) is of degree 11 - I;

p,,(t, -1) = ° itT t = T" = {t( or I)
for 11 odd,

for n even;
(2.2)

We can extend the definition of Pn(t, z) for all tE IR by the formula

x

Pn(t, z) = L Q,,(n + t- i) ;:i.
1= .j:'

It follows that

p,,(t + 1, z) = zp,,(t, z). (2.3)

Moreover p,,(t, z) is a spline of degree 11 with respect to t and p,,( I, I) = I.
Finally we have the following useful property

(2.4 )

for k = I, ... , n.
We will also use the Euler splines as defined in [10, p. 152]. The

l1-degree Euler spline defined on n~, denoted by E" + I' is such that

for 1 E (i, i + I ] and i E Z,

and for 11 > I

d
dt E,,( t) = 2E" ... l(t),

E,,(I + I) = - E,,(t),

E,,(l - I) = ( - I)" + I E,,(t),

sign(E,,+z(/)) = -sign(E,,(t)).

From the definition, it follows that
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where

5

for 11 even,

for 11 odd.

We also have Isin(nt)1 ~ IEJ(I)I ~ 1, and if we set for 11 ~ 2

then

{

COS( nt)
g,Jt) = . ( )sm nt

for 11 even,

for n odd,

(2)"-1 (2)"-2
Ig,,(t)l; ~ IE,,(t)! ~ Ig,Jtll; .

Finally, p,,(t, - I ) = ( - I)" E" + 1(t) and it follows that

(2)"max \p,,(I, -1)1=lp,,(r:, -l)I~ - .
0,;; t,;; 1 n

3. ANALYSIS OF THE PEANO KERNELS

(2.5 )

(2.6 )

The Peano kernels in ( 1.3) are defined by

Kk(u v 0) (U-O)"-k (v-O)"
" " , =P,,(v, E) (-k)' P,,_k(U, E)(E-I)k r + (3.1)

11. n. 11.

for k = 0, ..., 11. In the next five lemmas we present some useful properties of
these kernels.

The first two lemmas are consequences of the consistency relations (1.2).

LEMMA I. K;'( u, v, 0) = 0 whel1ever eif: [min{u, v}, 11 + max {ll, v} ].

Proof Let us define the polynomial gJx) = (x - O)"/n!. If e< min{u, v}
then

(u-(})"I. (v-D)"
K~(u,v,O)=p,,(v,E) (-k)' p,,_k(u,E)(E-I)k ,+

11 . 11.

(U-O)"-k k(V-O)"
=p,,(v,E) ( -k)l -p,,_k(u,E)(E-l) ,

n .. 11.

= p,,(v, E) git>(u) - p" _ k(U, E)(E _l)k gl/(L1) = O.

For 0> 11 + max {u, v}, we obtain directly that K~( ll, V, 0) = O. I
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LEMMA 2. K;(u, v, i) = 0 for any integer i.

Proof Let us define the function hoC,) = (x - O)'~/n!. Whenever () is an
integer, the function ho(x) is a spline on n~. Thus, by (1.2), we obtain

0= p,,(v, E) h~t)(u) - p,,_ k(U, E)(E - I)k h,b)

= K;(u, v,fJ). I
n!

LEMMA 3. The kernel K,?(u, v, (}) has the fol/mving properties.

(a) K,?(v, v, (}) =0;

(b) K~(u,v,O) has no sign change for OE(i,i+l), and has simple
zeros at O=ifor i= 1, ... , n;

(c) if (J E [n, n + max {u, v} ) then sign (K,?( u, v, (J)) = sign (u - v).

Proof (a) Obvious.

(b) Let u < v. The kernel K,?(u, v, (J) is a n-degree spline with respect
to () defined on the partition {i + u, i + v I i = 0, ... , n} and support
[u, n + v). For (JE (u, v) we have K,?(u, v, 0) = - Q,,(n + v)(u - (W;i 0 and
for OE(n+u,n+v) we have K,?(u,v,O)= -Q,,(u)(n+v-O)";iO. From
[9, p.155] the intervals (-oo,u) and (n+v,(jJ) are two zeros of multi
plicity n + I. It follows from lemma 2 that the number of zeros of
K,?( u, v, 0) is at least 3n + 2. But from [9, p. 160~161) the number of zeros
of K,?(u, v, 0) is at most 3n + 2. Hence the result follows. A similar proof
holds for u> V.

(c) If u < v and (JE (n + u, n + v) we have K,?(u, v, (J) =

-Q,,(u)(n+v-O)<O, and if u>v and OE(n+v,n+u) we have
K,?( u, v, 8) = Q,,( v)( n + u - 0) > O. The result follows. I

The next lemma is a direct consequence of (2.3).

LEMMA 4. For any i E Z we have

K~(u+ i, v, 0) = K~(u, v + i, 0) = K;(u, v, 0- i). I

The next lemma relates K:(u, v, 0) to K~_k(U, v, 0) using the convolution
operator.

LEMMA 5. For k = I, ..., n we have

K;( u, v, 8)

n!
Q (v) *K,?_k(U, v,O-k).

k-l (n-k)!
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Proof From (2.4) we have Pn(v, E) = Qk-l(V) *Pn-k(V, E) E k. Also
(E - /)k = VkE k = Eh;;k, and from (2.1), we have

Finally, using the lemma 4 we obtain the result. I

4. THE CASE k = 0

This section contains the proof of the optimality of the constants
C2(u, v) and C2(v) defined by (1.8) and (1.9).

Let us consider the following class of functions

The results of this section are based on the following lemma.

LEMMA 6. Let VE[O, I] such thatp,,(v, -1)#0. Then

fn+ 1 IK2(u, v, 0)1 de
o n!

for any UE [0,1].

Proof Let f(x) = (l/zn + I) En + 2(x/h). Thenfl" + I\X) = (l/hn+ I) E1(x/h),
Ilf1n + 1)IIN = l/hn+ I, and fE re. Its n-degree interpolating spline s such that
ft+t = 51+! is 5(X) = (En+ 2(v)/2"+ IEn+ dv)) E n+ l(x/h). From (l.4) we have

Using the definition of £1 and the properties of the zeros of K,?(u, v, 0)
given by the lemma 3, we have

f"+ 1 K2(u, v, 0) E1(l +0) dO = ( -I )/+n sign(u _ v) fn + I IK2(u, v, 0)1 dO.
o n! 0 n!
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Moreover, we also have p,,(v,E)e,+u=p,,(v, -l)e,+u because e'+i+u=
(-l)ie,+u' But

and p,,( F, - 1) = ( - 1t E" +I(F). Hence the result follows. I

THEOREM 1. Let FE[O, 1] be such that p,,(v, -1)#0. IffECff, .I' is the
n-degree interpolating spline 011 such that 1,+,=.1',+," (IE]') and e=l-s,
then

(4.2)

and

Moreover

and

C O( .) - max Ilell",
" Ii - fE'6 h,,+III/(,,+I)llx

(4.3 )

(4.4)

(4.5 )

Proof Equations (4.2) and (4.3) are direct consequences of the proof of
the lemma 6. To obtain (4.5) we first observe that the righthand side of
(4.3) is a continuous function of u E [0, 1]. It remains to observe that the
maximum is at a value u such that

This fact comes from the properties of the Euler splines. Finally (4.4) is a
consequence of (4.2) and (4.5). I

The next result indicates the best choice of F for the interpolating
problem with equispaced data on a uniform partition.
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THEOREM 2. We have

mIn C~(v) = C,?(r:)
O~t'~l

and

Proof From (4.5) we have

C O I /E)/ IE,,+ir:+tll
,,(v)~2'+1 max ,,+2(U = 2 +1

I U E [0. I] "

9

(4.6)

(4.7)

for all v E [0, I] such that p,,( v, - I) # O. But the righthand side of (4.7) is
exactly the value of C~(r:) because r: = r" + I and £,,+2( r,,+ tl = o. I

Results similar to (4.6) appear elsewhere, for example [9, Theorem 5,
p. 291], [2, theorem 3, p. 47], and [14].

EXAMPLE 1. If E" is the Euler polynomial of degree n, we have

(-2)" 
p)t, -1)=-,-£,.(/)

n.

(see [I, pp. 804-805]). Also the nth Euler number is given by E" = 2"E,.( ~)

and E,,(O) = -2((2"+ 1 -I )/(n + I)) li,,+ 1 where li" is the nth Bernoulli
number. It follows that

(a) for n odd, r,; = 0 (or I), r:+ I = ~ and

(b) for n even, r,;= L r:+ 1 =0 (or I) and

Remark I. The results of this section can be applied directly to periodic
functions on an interval [a, b] when b - a = Nil and N is even. For N odd
we can prove the following asymptotic result based on the absolute
convergence of the Laurent series p) v, .:::) -I = 2:;: _x IXj ( v) .:::j.
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THEOREM 3. Let v E [0, I] be such that Pn( v, - I) #- O. For any e> 0
there exists N(e) > 0 such that for each N odd~ N(e) there exists a periodic
function f E f(j of period b - a such that

5. THE CASE k > 0

In this section we obtain bounds for the constants C~( u, v) and C~(v).
These results are based on the following lemma.

LEMMA 7. For k = I, ... , n l1'e have

In+ I IK~(u, v, e)1 de,,-;; I II IK2.k(U, Ji, e)1 dJ1 de.
o n! IR 0 (n-k)!

Proof From lemma 5 and lemma 4 we have

[
" + I IK~(u, v, 0)1 dO

o n!

~I I Q. ( - ) IK~_k(u,Ji, O-k)1 d de
"'" IR IR k-l V Ji (n-k)! Ji

= ~ f JI Q (v-·-.) IK~_k(U,J1,e-k-i)/ d dO
L. k - 1 I J1 ( _ k)1 J1

i~ -"YO IR 0 n ,

= ~ III Q (v-i- )IK,?-k(u,Ji,e)l dOd1... k-I J1 (-k)' Ji
i~ -x 0 IR n .

=1 II ~ Q (_,_)IK 2-k(u,J1,O)l dOdL. k - I V I Ji (_ k)' J.l
IROi~ .. x n.

and the result follows because L:r~-x Qk_I(V-i-J1)= I. I
By a similar method we can prove the following result.

LEMMA 8. Let v E [0, I] be such that Pn( v, -I) #- O.ljfE A C7o~ I( IR) and
f is of polynomial growth, then

( E) (k) -hn-k+lf f1K2- k (u,Ji,O)E ( E)!III+I)d-1()
Pn v, e l +u - IR 0 (n-k)! Pk-I v-Ji, 1+8 J.lUI

for k = I, .. " n.
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A direct consequence of lemma 6 and the properties of the Euler splines
is the following result.

LEMMA 9.

THEOREM 4. Let v E [0, 1] be such that p,,(v, -I) # O. If we set

D~(u,v)= I f r I
K 2-k(U,fl;8)l d/1dO

Ip,,(v, -1)1 ~ 0 (n-k).

then

and

C7,(U, v) ~ D7,(u, v) (5.1 )

k I 2
Dn(u, v) = 2,,-k+ I IE" + l(v)1 (E"_k+2(U) - E,,_k+I(U) E,,_k+3(U)) (5.2)

for k = 1, ..., n.

Proof Equation (5.1) IS a direct consequence of lemma 7 and (5.2)
comes from lemma 9. I

LEMMA 10. For any u E [0, I] and n ~ 0 we have

(5.3 )

Proof We consider two cases. For n = 0, EI(u) = 1, E 2(u) = 2u - 1, and
E](u)=2u(u-l). Then

E;(u) - EI(u) E 3(u) = 1+ 2u(u - 1)

and the result follows for n = O. For n > 0, we first observe that

E,:+2(U) - E,,+ I(U) E,,+ 3(U) = E?;+/ u) + IE" + I( u)1 [E" + ,(u)l·

We obtain the result using (2.5). I

If we set

D~(v) = sup D~(u, v)
O~u~l
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then, from (5.2) and (5.3)

DUBEAU AND SAVOIE

Finally

(5.4)

Remark 2. We can show that

for 0 ~ n ~ 3, but it is an open problem for n > 3. From this result we can
obtain Table I.

EXAMPLE 2. As in section 4, we have

(a) for n odd, r,;=O (orl), p,,(r:,-I)=(~2)"+1((2"+I_I)/

(n + I)!) li" + I' and

(b) for n even, r,; = L Pn(r,;, -I) = £,,/I1!, and

.(I) .(I) (n
2
/2)k-n n!

C;, '2 < D~ '2 < 2 IE" I .

TABLEl

Some Values of D~(r,~)

kill 2 3 4 5
.-_._-~- ...._-

I 1/6 1/24 1/75
2 1 1/4 3/45 1/48
3 3/2 2/5 15/144
4 12/5 15/24
5 15/4
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6. CONCLUSION

13

We have obtained expressions for the optimal bounds when k = O. For
k > 0, we have obtained closed expressions to bound the constants C;'(u, v)
and C;'( v). If we put together (4.6) and (5.4), and use (2.5) and (2.6) we
obtain the following result.

THEOREM 5. Let v = r,;. IffE ce, s is the n-degree interpolating spline of
f such that fl+ ,= SI+! for alii E £, and e = f - .1', then

for k = 0, ... , n.

A similar result has already been presented in [9, Theorem 6, p. 293] for
k = 0 and n odd.
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